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ABSTRACT 
Understanding how to use water resources in a sustainable manner and projecting the climate systems pattern under different 
climate scenarios can assist planners on how to mitigate and adapt to the multi-dimensional impacts of climate change.  Omo-
Gibe River basin is one of the areas with the highest potential for socio-economic development due to the tremendous potential 
for hydropower and irrigation.  However, in recent years, climate variations have induced hydrological variability posing a 
challenge for decision-makers on how best to plan, design and operate hydropower plants.  Hence, there is a need for better 
models to forecast which systems can lead to a sustainable and optimal power generation. The main goal of this study was to 
synthesize and understand the extent of climate change impact on the generation capacity of the cascade hydropower plants as 
well as proposing an adaptive way of operating hydropower instead of traditional approach that uses conservative rules in the 
Omo-Gibe River Basin. An attempt has been made to collate historical and future projected climate data under different 
climatic scenarios from different sources. After applying Rulebased Simulation (RBS), on the Omo-Gibe River basin with a 
catchment area of 79,000km2, results showed there is substantial impact on hydro-energy generation due to climate change 
which can influence long term investment and the generation capacity of cascade hydropower plants across the basin. 
Moreover, after applying an optimization that used a Linear Goal Programming (LGP) and post- Optimization Rulebased 
simulation (PORBS), it was possible to bring the operation of cascade hydropower system into optimal state which implements 
dynamic and adaptive operational policies. 
Keywords: Climate Change Impact, Rulebased Simulation, Optimization, Hydropower Operational Planning 

1. INTRODUCTION 
A number of climate-related trends have been observed that affect water resources. In many regions, changing 
precipitation or melting snow and ice are altering hydrological systems, affecting water resources in terms of quantity 
and quality IPCC [13]. According to Kundzewicz et al. [17], observed and projected impacts of climate change on 
freshwater systems and their management are mainly due to changes in temperature, sea level and precipitation 
variability. With this the negative impacts of climate change on freshwater systems outweigh its benefits. The exact 
impact of climate change on water resources is uncertain, however, many tropical and subtropical regions will probably 
receive a lower and more unevenly distributed rainfall [31]. Lenton [19] stated that the vulnerabilities associated with 
climate variability, especially precipitation variability, are largest in semi-arid and arid low-income countries, where 
precipitation and streamflow are concentrated over a few months, and where year-to-year variations are high. 
Moreover, Kundzewicz et al. [17] pointed out climate change affects the function and operation of existing water 
infrastructures as well as water management practices. This indicates the adverse effects of climate change on 
freshwater systems together with other stresses that include population growth, changing economic activity, land-use 
change, and urbanization which aggravated the problem. As Simonovic [30] indicated that integrated management and 
adequate allocation of water resources between different water uses under changing conditions of land use and climate 
are major challenges which many societies already face, or will need to face during the next decades.  Hence, current 
water management practices are very likely to be inadequate to reduce the negative impacts of climate change on water 
supply reliability and hydro-energy generation. As a result, it has been suggested that being incorporating the current 
climate variability and trend into water-related management would make adaptation to future climate change easier. 
Christensen et al. [7] demonstrated the effects that have been triggered due to climate change on the hydrology and 
water resources of the Colorado River basin. Burn and Simonovic [4] has investigated the impact of climate change on 
the operational performance of Shellmouth reservoir in Manitoba, Canada through looking the sensitivity of reservoir’s 
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operation to the potential impact of climate change. Payne et al. [26] pointed out the possible mitigating option in 
dealing with the effects associated with climate change on the water resources of the Columbia River basin. 
One of the most prone systems for the scarcity of available fresh water due to multi-dimensional impact of climate 
change is hydro energy generation. The availability and storability of water in the reservoir has a direct relationship to 
the capacity of the system to produce energy. Hence, any negative change in the amount of water in the reservoir will 
have negative consequences in the amount of energy generated out of the system. The major task of reservoir operation 
is to decide how much water should be released now and how much should be retained for future use given the 
available and/or forecasted information at the beginning of the current time step. Traditionally, a conservative approach 
of operating hydropower using the designed guiding curves (rule curves) for the stage versus release relationship 
assuming the total annual amount of water expected to enter into the reservoir this year is the same as the total amount 
of water recorded last year. This assumption of stationarity is no longer applicable especially under changing climate 
and uncertain future. The assumption of stationarity that portray time-invariant characteristics of time-series seems to 
be invalid as a result of anthropogenic influences and natural variability of the climate system [15, 36]; stationarity is 
dead [23].  For these reasons, many researchers developed techniques and approaches in dealing with operating a water 
resources system under change and uncertainty using important information in the dynamics, availability, as well as 
spatial and temporal patter of water resource in the environment. Yeh [37] illustrated the importance of mathematical 
optimization techniques in the reservoir management and operations that may assist in identifying the best rule curve 
from a large number of feasible policies. 
Planning is the formulation of goals and objectives that are consistent with political, social, environmental, economic, 
technological and aesthetic constraints, and the general definition of procedures designed to meet those goals [31]. 
According to Wurbs and James [35] water resources planning and management is the formulation and evaluation of 
alternative plans to determine the system configuration or set of actions that will best accomplish the project objectives 
within the constraints of natural laws, engineering principles, economics, environmental processes and protection. 
Water resources planning require looking into the future’s likelihood on the resource potentials as well as decisions that 
should take into account their long-term impacts. Many decision makers choose the option of risk averting in the 
operation of reservoirs due to uncertain futures. Decisions that will be made later should be based on updated 
forecasts/projections together with the current information as well as planning and management objectives.  However, 
the complex challenges that arise from different factors, such as climate change in relation to the availability and 
management of water resources even demand further development in the science and technology. The sustainability of 
any water resource system is highly dependent on the risk informed decision making that aims achieving sustainability 
through environmental integrity, economic efficiency and equity. Furthermore, a sustainable decision-making 
regarding water resource faces the challenge of time in which it must identify and account from long-term 
consequences. An essential aspect in the planning, design and management of sustainable water resources systems is 
the anticipation of change. This includes changes due to the variability in the hydrology, changing in the climate, and 
change due to geomorphologic processes. Therefore, any sustainable water resources development and management 
should incorporate change as an essential feature. 
Many researchers suggested the use of climatic and hydrologic information has a key role in the reservoir operation 
decision making process. Loucks et al. [20] pointed out the importance of hydrologic information in the reservoir 
optimization process. Hejazi et al. [10] showed the role of hydrologic information in the reservoir operation across 
California’s 79 reservoir systems. He found out a trend in hydrologic information that shape decisions in the reservoir 
releases under variable conditions mainly past inflows, current inflows and forecasted inflows. Hejazi et al [11] 
additionally demonstrated the use of hydrologic information in the reservoir optimization model using data mining 
approach from the historical hydrologic and reservoir operations information and found out the importance of temporal 
scale information in the modelling process of reservoir operation. As Simonovic [28] described, uncertainty is dealing 
partly about variability in relation to the physical characteristics of water resources systems. However, recent 
developments give an alternatives for the decision making process via developing a methodology and guidelines for 
what to do under uncertainty. This can be done by mimicking the stochastic nature of hydrologic processes in the real 
world applications like reservoir operation problem. Then, by defining the method that can adapt the situation, it is 
possible to realize solutions for the specific problems that exist in the water resource systems. 
The continuous demand and system complexity in water together with diminishing water resources have became to the 
point that required the optimal operation of water resources systems [14, 29]. Applications of models to real systems 
have improved our understanding and often contributed to improve system design, management and operation [21]. In 
water resources systems modelling, simulation addresses ‘what if’ scenarios, whereas, optimization can address ‘what 
should be’. Both types of model are needed in water resources planning and management studies. Unlike simulation 
models, the solution of optimization models are based on objective function of unknown decision-variables that have to 
be maximized or minimized. For instance, energy is a decision variable in the operation of a hydropower to be 
maximized. Moreover, optimization model looks for the global maximum or minimum solutions through searching 
algorithms under multiple constraints, unlike simulation model in which a solution is determined based on a particular 
decision is made and provide reservoir responses to a predefined operating policies. Young [38] establish the concept of 
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an optimal policy in the operation of reservoirs. Deterministically considerable number of water resources systems and 
allocation problems can be addressed using linear programming. By combining optimization and simulation modelling 
techniques and using a heuristic approach it is possible to identify new methodologies that can effectively address the 
large-scale reservoir applications [18]. The application of mathematical optimization in solving the problems associated 
in multi-reservoir operations and management have been studied extensively [6, 16, 18, 22, 24, 25, 34, 37]. In this 
study, an attempt has been made to apply a simulation and optimization modelling techniques in the hydrologically and 
operationally integrated reservoirs, respectively. The overall objective is to assess the impact of climate change induced 
hydrological variability on the hydro-energy generation capacity of reservoirs together with developing adaptive 
operating policies which takes in to consideration the future projected change in the hydrological regime of the river 
basin by transforming the energy generation into an optimal state. 

2 METHODOLOGIES 

2.1 Study Area and Data 

a) Study Area 
For the purpose of this study, Omo-Gibe River Basin (79,000km2) in the south-west of Ethiopia within the geographic 
location between 4o30’ to 9o30’N and 35o and 38oE is considered Figure [1]. The basin divides almost equally into 
highlands and lowlands in the northern part and southern part, respectively. Its drainage system mainly consists of the 
Omo River, which is flowing directly into the Lake Turkana and many tributaries to the Omo River such as: Gibe that 
is draining from the north of the basin as well as Gojeb and Gilgel-Gibe draining from the west of the basin. According 
to the report by the Ministry of Water and Energy of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia (FDRE) in its master 
plan study on the Omo-Gibe River Basin (1996), the basin is characterized with slope from east to west, at the highest 
areas on the east (>3000m.a.s.l) and lower in the western part (1500 – 2100m.a.s.l). The lowest elevation is in the 
southern part of the basin which is about 350m.a.s.l. Moreover, the highland areas have an elevation between 1500 – 
2800m.a.s.l and lowlands have 900 – 500m.a.s.l. The mean annual rainfall over the area is around 1140mm which 
varies from 300mm in the extreme south of the basin to 1900mm in the north western part. The mean annual 
temperature in the basin varies from 17oC in the western highlands to over 29oC to the southern lowlands. The majority 
of the soils in the highlands are: Chromic Luvisols, Haplic Alisols and Humic Alisols. Soils of the lowlands include: 
Eutric Leptosols and Eutric Regosols. The north part is characterized by high coverage by cultivation and with some 
extent the forest also present. Majority of the western part of the basin is covered by forest. Woodland, bushland, and 
grassland is a typical land cover feature in the southern part of the Omo-Gibe River Basin. The basin fall into the Omo 
and Unso rift valley systems that extended to the Lake Turkana-Ethiopian rift system. Within the River basin 
Hydropower reservoirs are located and planned to construct [Fig. 2]. These are: Gilgel Gibe I, III, IV, V, and Halele-
Wera reservoir site and Gilgel Gibe II weir location. 

 
Figure 1: Topographic and Geographic location map of Omo-Gibe River Basin in Ethiopia 
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b) Data 
Daily grided historical climatic data (Precipitation, Min and Max Temperature, Short Wave Solar Radiation, Wind 
Speed at 2 meter height, and Relative Humidity) with 0.313o X 0.312o resolution and 89 grid centre points across the 
Omo-Gibe River basin, for the period of 1979 - 2010 were obtained from the NOAA and NCEP project of Climate 
Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR). Daily timeseries of the global projected climate field’s data of the GCM simulation 
of the Community Climate System Model (CCSM4.0) from 2006 to 2100 have been collected. CCSM is a coupled 
climate model for simulating the earth’s climate system. Using four separate models and combining them, it 
simultaneously simulates the earth’s atmosphere, ocean, land surface and sea-ice.  In addition to this, high resolution 
(10km) daily meteorological data for the historical time simulation mainly produced for northern/western/eastern 
Africa as a reanalysis product has been obtained from the Princeton University Terrestrial Hydrology Research Group 
data base. Additionally, a stream flow data at the four gauged rivers: Gilgel Gibe, Gojeb, Wabe, and Walga rivers [Fig. 
2] and spatial raster data sets of Topography, Soil and Land Use of the Omo-Gibe River Basin was provided by the 
Ministry of Water, Irrigation and Energy of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia.  
 

 
Figure 2: River network with hydropower reservoir sites in the Omo-Gibe River Basin 

2.2 Modelling Approach 
To addresses the overall objectives of the study, a Climate-Hydro-Energy modelling frame work was developed, which 
is presented in Figure [3]. Within this modelling framework, a number of numerical simulations and statistical analysis 
were carried out. This helps to quantify the impact of climate change on the water resources potential and subsequent 
impact on the energy generation capacity of cascade hydropower plants across the river basin. The modelling 
framework was designed in way that to update the system through time once observation is obtained and validated. 
Climate data that have been projected by coupled GCM-RCM and other historical observed data set which were used 
for the hydro-climate analyses have been used as an input to the hydrologic model. The hydrologic model simulates the 
spatio-temporal variability of flow regimes and was used to show the climate change induced variability in the water 
resources potential of the River basin together with indicating which part of the basin is most vulnerable to climate 
change. The last procedures which is the operation optimization was implemented to show the impact of climate 
change in the generation capacity of cascade hydropower plants as well as to propose a dynamic integrated reservoir 
management plan that can be instrumental to determine adaptive reservoir operational policies/rules for the changing 
condition whenever updated information is available.   
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Figure 3: A Schematic of Climate-Hydro-Energy Modelling Framework [GCM-Global Circulation Model, RCM-
Regional Climate Model] 

2.3 Statistical Downscaling 
Using the historical coarser resolution (1o) climate data that already collected from the CFSR project of the NCEP and 
NOAA and the high resolution (0.1o) climate data from the Princeton University, modelling has been carried out to 
develop a statistical relationship between the large scale atmospheric circulation predictor and local climate predictands 
(Maximum Temperature, Minimum Temperature, and Precipitation with fine resolution). Principal Component 
analysis (PCA) that implements the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method has been carried out at the larger 
area extent on predictor, in this case for Africa using CFSR data sets to screen predictor variables and relate to 
predictands on smaller area extent, in this case for Ethiopia. In the process, a multi-nonlinear regression methodology 
[Eq.1] using the Generalized Linear Model (GLM) has been used to fit the model. 

 
Where  is a link function (invertible) and the specific form of the link function is chosen according to the physical 
nature of the predictand data. GLM allows the flexibility where the predictand (response) variables have arbitrary 
distributions and representing the predictand as a nonlinear function of a linear regression function. In this study 
Gamma distribution is used as a link function to precipitation as well as a Gaussian distribution for Max and Min 
Temperature as to get a predictand value.  is the predictand (response) variable.  are model parameters 
(coefficients) which have been trained and validated using historical relationships between the predictor and predictand 
via model fitting procedure.  are the predictor variables in which they were used to project the predictand and they 
are expressed by the fractions of modes of variability in the predictor value. 
Once the model has been developed having the Principal Components which explains larger portion of the climate 
variability in consecutive modes, in this case the first five modes and spatially distributed model coefficients, in this 
case for each grid cells, the model has been validated. The model predictor parameter selection has been determined 
using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Eigen value. Finally, using the relationship developed between the 
predictor and predictands in the past and assuming this relationship exist in the future, climate simulations have been 
employed to project the three climate fields at river basin scale using GCM model (CCSM4) predictor variables. The 
projected local climate results have been used for hydrological simulation as a climate timeseries inputs. In addition to 
this, using the CCSM4 model projection, a sub-setting for the region of interest, for the Omo-Gibe River Basin has 
been implemented to look at future climate for Max and Min Temperature as well as Precipitation under global climate 
change scenarios of Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0, and RCP8.5). Mainly this 
coupled climate analysis has been done as a check and balance for the stream flow projection against the RCM 
simulation. 

2.4 Hydrological Simulation 
SWAT developed by Arnold et al. [3] belongs to the group of deterministic, semi-distributed, river basin scale 
hydrological models. It is a continuous time model and operates on a daily time step at basin scale. The main 
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components of SWAT include: weather, hydrology, sedimentation, crop growth, nutrient cycling, pesticide dynamics, 
agricultural management, reservoir management, stream routing, etc. In this study however, focused only on the 
hydrologic component of SWAT. Spatial parameterization of the SWAT model is performed by dividing the Omo-Gibe 
River basin into 32 sub-basins based on topography (considering information from the elevation map, DEM). The sub-
basins are further sub-divided into a series of hydrologic response unites (HRUs) based on unique soil, slope and land 
use characteristics. The response of each HRU in terms of water is determined individually, aggregated at the sub-basin 
level and routed to the related reach and watershed outlet through the channel network. The different components and 
functionalities built, for instance interpolation and weather generator function in the SWAT model are useful tools for 
generating missing climate data within the basin. This makes the model convenient to use in the data sparse regions 
like a specific river basin in this study where sparse gauging density and missing data are typical.  
The water cycle simulated by SWAT is based on the water balance equation as described in the following equation: 

 
Where,  is the final available soil water content at time  (mm),  is the initial soil water content (mm),  is the 
time (days),  is the amount of precipitation (mm),  is the amount surface runoff (mm),  is the amount of 
evapotranspiration (mm),  is the amount of water entering the vadose zone from soil profile (mm), and  is 
the amount of return flow (mm). 
Surface runoff, infiltration, evaporation, plant water uptake, lateral flow and percolation to shallow and deep aquifers 
are physical processes which are simulated in the SWAT hydrologic components. Surface runoff can be estimated using 
two methods. These are the modified Soil conservation Service (SCS) curve number [27] using daily precipitation data 
based on soil hydrologic group, land cover characteristics, and antecedent soil moisture condition (AMC) as well as 
Green & Ampt infiltration method [9]. In this study however, the SCS curve number method for surface runoff, 
moisture condition II curve numbers [33] as well as Penman-Monteith methods [1,  2] for the estimation of potential 
evapotranspiration were used.  

2.5 Hydropower Operation 
2.5.1 Description of a WRS Model 
In this study, a Water Resource Systems (WRS) model called a RiverWare that has developed for modelling application 
such as planning and operational purpose has been used. RiverWare was developed at the University of Colorado, 
Centre for Advanced Decision Support for Water and Environmental Systems (CU-CADSWES) in 1993 with a 
collaborative research and development work with the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), the U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers as a river and reservoir modelling tool. As the model is a river basin 
modelling tool, it provides multiple solution methodologies including simulation, rule based simulation, and 
optimization. Applications like, daily operational scheduling, operational forecasting, and long-term planning can be 
modelled with relative ease and greater flexibility as well as it provides various hydropower modelling capabilities for 
efficient and broad range of operating and planning schemes [39]. The built-in functionalities in the RiverWare allow 
modelling the interactions of hydrologic response of a river and/or a reservoir system with multi-objective operating 
policies to facilitate decision support system. Moreover, the model enables the analysis of economic value in the power 
system together with trading off between the current values of generations against the future value via linearization and 
blocking technique. 
 Like most of the water resources system model, RiverWare also driven by the data input in the form of flow timeseries, 
guide curves (rule curves), reservoir characteristics, stream routing characteristics and  demand. The graphical user 
interface (GUI) nature makes the model user friendly in doing modelling practice for different application in water 
resource systems allocation. The built-in simplex algorithms in the CPLEX optimization solver also gave the model a 
computational power in dealing with complex water resources’ operational and management problems by providing 
optimal solution under current and future time-step. In a RiverWare model there are a number of predefined functions 
which the modeller can employ in addition to the custom build (user-defined) functions that have to be written in the 
computer programming language fashion called RiverWare Policy Language (RPL). Different researchers have applied 
RiverWare for different applications in the water resources and related studies [5, 8, 12, 32]. 
2.5.2 Rulebased Simulation 
The model that has been developed in the RiverWare for the simulation of cascade reservoirs Figure [4], which are 
connected hydrologically, was used to describe how multi-reservoir systems for hydro-energy generation operates as 
well as used to project what changes may result in the energy production from a changes in hydrologic regime shift as a 
result of projected climate change in the Omo-Gibe River Basin. Such system model only describes the state of the 
system in response to various projected hydrologic timeseries inputs (as multiple scenarios) which have been derived 
and adopted from the changes in the climate system. However, it doesn’t dictate a direct measure in which decisions 
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should be taken to improve the performance of the system. Rule-based simulation is an extension of basic simulation in 
which some of the data to solve an underdetermined model is provided by a set of user-defined rules. 
 

 
Figure 4: Hydrologically connected reservoir systems for Rulebased Simulation 

The basic mathematical formulation in the reservoir modelling of RiverWare is a universal mass balance method which 
is represented by the equation: 

 
Where,  is current storage at time-step ,  is previous storage (initial storage) at time-step ,  is Inflow, is 
the Outflow,  is Gains, and  is Losses. Such as, evaporation and seepage can be considered as losses as well as 
precipitation and local inflows as gains. 
Considering Equation [3] and given any two of the variable from: Inflow, outflow, and Storage, the third variable can 
be determined when the previous storage is known. The variable storage can also be determined from the pool elevation 
which by itself approximated from the reservoir capacity curve (elevation-volume curve). 
Further the Outflow can be expressed as: 

 
Where,  is the release (can be considered turbine release for hydropower plant) and  is spill (outlet). 
In a similar fashion, by specifying the release (or energy) and the spill, it is possible to determined the outflow. 
Furthermore, the inflow and outflow are represented by the average flow during each time-step as pulse data, whereas 
storage and pool elevation represented by values at the end of each time-step as instantaneous data. In a Rulebased 
simulation, computational methods are selected categorically based on the available input reservoir data. 
The Plant Power Equation method is used to calculate the power and energy based on the water power equation. Net 
Head  is first calculated from the operating head  and head losses  as: 

 
Once the Net Head is calculated, the maximum turbine release for the respective Net Head is interpolated from the table 
given as Net Head versus Maximum turbine release by: 

 
Where,  is turbine release, is maximum turbine release which is multiplied by power plant capacity fraction. 
Then, power out of the system can be computed using: 

 
Where,  is plant efficiency, and the unit compatibility factor comes from balancing units and it is represented by 
102.01697767 in the internal RiverWare units. 
Finally, energy is computed from the power output and length of the time-step (  using the equation: 
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2.5.3 Optimization 
There are a number of possible solutions in engineering applications. It is therefore, there should be a methodology that 
evaluate each alternative solution and select the best one on the bases of defined objectives, for instance, economic, 
sustainability, and/or convenience. As many scholars described, optimization is a mathematical technique or procedure 
that used for the selection of the best from numerous possible solutions via choosing the set of decision variables that 
maximizes/minimizes the objective function in which it is subject to the systems constraints either in the form of linear, 
non-linear, and integer on the state variables. In this study however, an attempt has been made to maximize the hydro-
energy generation and economic value of the cascade hydropower systems by setting out a number of decision variables 
in the objective function, such as: energy, turbine release, spill, etc. On the other hand, the real world decision 
problems have not a single objective rather they involve with multiple objective and usually conflicting goals which 
may not be solved simultaneously within the constraints. One of the assumptions in using the Linear Programming 
(LP) to solve the optimization problem is that all constraints have equal weight and the optimum solution must satisfy 
all constraints. However, this assumption is not always hold true in the case where all constraints may not have equal 
importance. Such critical problem in applying an optimization procedure to solve engineering problems can be 
resolutely managed by using a Linear Goal Programming (LGP) where it can solve single or multi-objective problems. 
The water resources model (RiverWare) that has been applied in this study uses the technique of linear goal 
programming and simplex algorithm to find a plausible best solution for the hydropower long-term integrated 
operational planning. 
The model [Fig. 5] has been developed in the RiverWare for the optimization of operations in the cascade reservoirs 
which are operationally integrated. The model mainly used to describe how multi-reservoir systems could operate for 
energy generation as well as used for outlining the long-term integrated hydropower operational plan (policy). The plan 
can use as an engineering adaptation option to deal with changes in the energy production that may result from a 
changes in hydrologic regime as a result of projected climate change in the Omo-Gibe River Basin. As a matter of 
modelling protocol in the RiverWare optimization solver, it follows the sequential procedure of Simulation-
Optimization-Rulebased Simulation approach. A simulation is done to check data, propagate input values, and clear 
any output values, while an optimization is executed to find optimum solution, whereas post-Optimization Rulebased 
Simulation has been carried out to set optimal solution obtained from the optimization procedure on the respective 
reservoirs. 

 
Figure 5: Operationally integrated reservoir systems for optimization [GGIHPP, GGIIHPP, GGIIIHPP, GGIVHPP, 

GGVHPP-Gilgel Gibe I, II, III, IV, and V Hydropower Plants respectively, HWHPP-Halele Wera Hydropower Plant]. 
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A general mathematical formulation of optimization problem for a given state decision variables and constraints as: 

 
This is subjected to: 

 
Where, is an objective function to be maximized,  is a vector of decision variables,  is total number of decision 
variables,  are constraints,  is a constraint number,  are total number of constraints. 
In this study, the decision variables to be maximized in the objective function were the energy and economic value 
considering the turbine release, inflow, outflow, etc. Maximum and minimum operating elevations, turbine capacity as 
well as downstream water demand were considered as constraints. Optimization goals and rules which are used for 
Optimization and post- optimization Rulebased simulation, respectively, have been developed in a RiverWare Policy 
Language (RPL) to perform an optimization procedure for the model developed in Figure [5]. In an optimization 
procedure of the RiverWare model, computational methods are selected categorically based on the available input 
reservoir data which is similar to that of Rulebased simulation.  

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Hydrological Impact 
3.1.1 Spatial Vulnerability 
The impact of climate change varies from place to place or region to region. This makes the system too complex not to 
apply a similar adaptation measures across the board. In addition, a site specific study is needed to understand the 
characteristics and extent of the impact. Cascade hydropower systems that were in place and being constructed in the 
Omo-Gibe River basin are highly prone for the expected climate change induced hydrological variability impact. 
However, the impact may not be similar to one another within the water resource system. This leads to the concept of 
spatial vulnerability that explains and show which component of the system and where the impact might signify. 
Essentially, all the hydrological regimes within a specific flow system should portray similar signature without a 
change, to mention a stationarity principle. However, due to the expected change, the properties and characteristics of 
the flow regimes are going to change. 
Spatially, the upper basin area has shown high vulnerability in terms of flow reduction as explained the change from 
the historical via the exceedence frequency. As a result, upstream reservoirs will get relatively higher impact than the 
downstream reservoirs. Downstream reservoirs have got the advantage of being a recipient of the cumulative flow in 
the general flow system. However, there is still indirect effect to those on the downstream side. Hence, Gilgel Gibe I, II, 
and Halele-Wera inflow sites were shown a flow duration curve that depict the negative change from the historical 
reference with more than eighty percent (80%) chance and in all the flow regimes (peak, intermediate, and minimum 
flow) and under all climatic scenarios. Additionally, Gilgel Gibe III node has shown a negative change with more than 
forty (40%) percent chance on the intermediate and minimum flow regime. However, simulations at Gilgel Gibe IV and 
V nodes did not show any significant change from the historical references. Moreover, it was not possible to see 
significant simulation result differences under multiple scenarios at a river basin scale. This may be due to the fact that 
the RCP scenarios were developed under global context from the global socio economic development point of views as 
well as relatively similar precipitation simulation by coupled GCM-RCM projection in the specific river basin. This 
leads to the conclusion that large area extent is required to look at the scenarios differences and scale is an important 
factor in the climate change impact assessment, especially in water resources systems potential. 
3.1.2 Temporal Variability 
Seasonal or temporal variations information in the flow regime is critically important especially in the operation of 
reservoirs for the generation of energy. Reservoir operational planning is made based on the assumption that the total 
amount of seasonal water expected this year at the reservoir is the same as the total amount of water recorded last year 
for the same season traditionally. This assumption is inaccurate, given the largest inter-annual variability of the inflow 
in the region due to many circumstances (such as: climate change and natural variability). The manifestation of climate 
change can be either alteration of the pattern or availability in the flow system as the climate system became more and 
more erratic. Hence, projecting the future likelihood pattern under changing climate among seasons and periods is of 
paramount in managing the water resources potentials of any river basin. 
In this study, an attempt has been made to quantify the expected change that will occur in a month-to-month bases 
against the historical references. Like the previous case in the spatial vulnerability which has been used to indicate the 
probable risk in which each reservoir possess under changing climate, here also it has been indicated which reservoir 
receive the mean reduced or increased flow in each month (seasons) under multiple climatic scenarios Figure [6]. As a 
result, it has been projected that a reduction in the amount of flow will occur during the main wet seasons (April to 
August), a relative increment of flow in the dry seasons (October to February), and both reduction and increment in the 
upper and lower basin’s reservoir inflow sites, respectively, during September and March. 
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Figure 6: Temporal (Month-to-Month) long-term Mean stream flow loss or gain on projected climate change scenarios 

on the Omo-Gibe River Basin reservoir sites 
The results that have been found from those multiple simulation of the flow in the Omo-Gibe River basin gave a clear 
indication what will happen in the future under the changing environment. As it has been shown in Figure [6], the 
natural flow variability was relatively diminished. First, it will cause an impact in the long term investment in which 
large scale hydropower reservoirs are constructed targeting a high variable flow where much of the inflow generated 
during the main wet/rainy season. This is an indication that large scale reservoirs may not be necessary in area where 
the natural flow variability become reduced as a result of climate change in order to save the cost of investment on the 
infrastructure. Secondly, the amount of water that will be stored in the reservoir may be reduced. Consequently, the 
amount of hydro-energy generation could reduce as it is a function of storability and height in the reservoir. Third, as 
the natural flow during the dry season has shown some increment, environmental flow will get the advantage of it. 
Furthermore, all results from the hydrological simulation suggested there must be an integrated approach to make the 
entire cascade hydro-system resilient to the observed as well as projected variability. 

3.2 Energy Generation Impact 
After applying the Rulebased Simulation under the reservoir state design characteristics and parameters as well as 
using the projected stream flow under different climatic scenarios, a negative impact in the available hydro-energy 
generation capacity has been projected in all of the upstream reservoirs and a firm energy reduction on both upstream 
and downstream reservoirs, respectively. Such impact is an inline effect of the hydrological regime shift that has been 
projected in the hydrological simulation in which it has a direct relationship with the production of energy in the power 
system. However,  as Figure [7] depicted, still there is 40% chance of energy production available in the higher 
generation capacity on those affected upstream reservoirs (GGIHPP, GGIIHPP, and HWHPP) where they didn’t show 
change from the historical energy generation capacity for the respective hydropower plants under all scenarios. On a 
specific case,  GGIIIHPP has showed a 20% chance reduction during which it shift its operations from high generation 
capacity (when all the 10 units are operating) by half, in order to fulfil the 0.46 design load factor that has been 
developed by RPL. GGIVHPP will experience production under capacity in the energy generation, pointing it will never 
reach the planned energy generation. The reason is that release from this specific reservoir is highly constrained by the 
release from GGIIIHPP and the inflow demand from GGVHPP. This will have also long-term impact on the investment 
cost of the specific power plant. 
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Figure 7: Climate Change induced hydrological variability impact on hydro-energy generation 

3.3 Long-term Hydropower Operational Policies 
3.3.1 Rule Curves 
One of the major objectives of this study is to develop and propose new adaptive reservoir operational rules/policies that 
consider the projected climate change and variability for the entire reservoir network systems in the Omo-Gibe River 
basin in order to achieve optimum energy production level. As it has been discussed in section [3.1] of this paper, the 
level of climate change induced hydrological variability impact varies from one reservoir on another. Hence, an attempt 
has been made to setting out a new operational policies (rule curves and release functions) using an optimization 
technique that uses a linear goal programming employing an operationally integrated model developed in Figure [5]. 
Flow variables (past and projected inflows) were some common hydrologic variables used in the reservoir optimization.  
Guide curves (rule curves) are one of the major reservoir characteristics in which the operation of reservoirs rely on. 
Traditionally, those policies are conservative irrespective of the state of all the systems that determine the operability of 
hydro-energy generation using those rules is dynamic (non-stationary), especially under future projected climate 
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change. Hence, in this study an effort has been made to make the operation of reservoirs for hydro-energy generation in 
the Omo-Gibe River basin dynamic through a system that has been developed to update policies [Fig.3]  within a 
specified planning years, in this case five years, in order to adapt the changing climate and reduce vulnerability in the 
reservoir systems. To be more realistic, the planning has been made until 2040 though the simulation has been done 
further to the end of the 21st century.  
After applying optimization then post-Optimization RuleBased Simulation to look for optimum operation and setting 
the optimum value to the new guide curve, an operating head polices have been generated for each reservoir. Polices 
were derived from the design constraints of Full Supply Level (FSL) and Minimum Operating Elevation (MOE) as well 
as downstream water demands for energy generation. For GGIIHPP and GGVHPP operating polices, the optimization 
solution gave the two hydropower could operate to FSL in all seasons.  This happens because the two reservoir are very 
small in size when they compared to others as well as the inflow into these reservoirs are managed and highly 
controlled by a bigger reservoirs GGIHPP and GGIVHPP upstream of them, respectively. This phenomenon allows the 
two reservoirs could get highly regulated flow all year round. The other reason is that as the optimization solver tried to 
maximize energy across the integrated system, it happened to store water in the upstream reservoirs for some extended 
time and use that amount of stored water for energy generation in the downstream reservoirs, which have relatively 
smaller size but higher energy generation efficiency. This has been seen at the GGIVHPP operating policy  in which it 
tried to maintain the operating heads near to the FSL and the release to the mid release capacity instead of releasing 
and producing energy by itself. This is one of the advantage of operating reservoirs in the integrated manner in order to 
maximize energy out of the whole system instead out of an individual bases. The remaining reservoirs (GGIHPP, 
GGIIIHPP, and HWHPP) seem to operate in the conventional manner in which it emptying the reservoir during the low 
flow season and storing water during the high flow season. 
For different planning season there is a unique rule curve that adapts the projected variability in the flow system. 
Hence, by making the system dynamic via incorporating projected and updated flow information, an effort has been 
made to create an adaptive reservoir management system in the Omo-Gibe River basin’s cascade hydropower. This can 
be considered also as an engineering adaptation option for the expected climate change impact on the water resource 
potential of the respective river basin. However, the optimization model shall be updated once the first planning season 
has completed. This allows the system to be validated against the observation and helps to minimize the uncertainty in 
the modelling procedure. The other advantage of using rule curves that are dynamic and able to updated through time 
is in facilitating the engineering decision making with clear information and evidence as well as there may be a chance 
of changing the risk averting decision making into the risk informed decision approach. Moreover, all the results have 
shown a more similar operating head polices for different climatic scenarios. This has been also exhibited in the 
hydrological simulations where the flow duration curves that have been simulated for each node gave a similar curve 
results for those scenarios in which they were developed from global socio-economic development perspective and a 
relatively similar precipitation trend for all scenarios using coupled GCM-RCM projection.   
3.3.2 Release Functions 
The release function rule type describes release rules as linear, step, and cubic interpolation functions. With this rule 
the release can be defined as a function of date and allows assigning the maximum, minimum, or specified flow to be 
released through the turbine. One of the two policies derived from the optimization procedure in line with the operating 
head policy is the turbine release as energy generation is a function of both decision variables. Once the optimal release 
value has been obtained aiming at maximizing energy for each of the reservoirs, the values have been assigned via post-
Optimization Rulebased simulation to project the monthly planning release in a step function. During the 
computational process it has been observed that the integrated modelling system tried to channel most of the outflow 
through the turbines except in some peak flow season where it allow spill in the upper reservoirs. The target is to use 
energy stored in the water and maximizes the overall production in the system. Release was constrained by the capacity 
of the turbine, storage, inflow, and downstream water demand. 
 The step release functions for all hydropower in the whole planning season showed there will be a variable turbine 
release between the maximum and minimum release capacity within a year as well as planning seasons under different 
climatic scenarios. One exception has been found in the release function that GGVHPP could be operated with 
maximum release all the year round in a similar case of the operating head policy which shows energy can be produced 
all the year round by constraining the generation in GGIVHPP. Release is highly dependent on the past, current and 
forecasted (or projected) inflows. One of the major challenges in setting out a release function rule is the uncertainty 
associated with the forecasted (or projected) inflows. If there is a regime shift in the stream flow, the change in the 
release capacity of the plant by the rule is inevitable. Climate change is manifested with extremes in the hydro-climate 
system in which we can’t operate hydropower efficiently at both high and low inflow conditions since water will be 
wastage in the high case and stressed in the low case. Therefore, making the release procedure as a system can help to 
minimize the losses in the generation capacity across the entire network of cascade hydropower. 
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3.4 Energy Generation 
One of the outputs from the climate-hydro-energy modelling framework that was illustrated in Figure [3] was future 
energy generation potential under the projected change and using the outlined operational polices. As a result, hydro-
energy generation expected to be more variable with month-to-month temporal context in all of hydropower plants, 
except GGIVHPP and GGVHPP where there is small and negligible variability. However, energy deficit has been 
projected during (January to March as well as May) at GGIHPP and GGIIHPP, (March, July, and August) at 
GGIIIHPP, (January to May) at HWHPP. GGIIIHP has showed a deficit in the peak flow months (July and August) in 
which it should generate large amount of energy. However, as the analysis is made based on the integrated approach, 
the system constrained GGIIIHPP to store more water as much as possible considering the size of the reservoir (around 
14,700Bm3) and allowing other power plants within the system to be operated to the highest capacity to compensate the 
deficit. When considering the energy generation out of GGIVHPP, it is not satisfactory as it compared to the plant 
potential and size. This is due to the fact that the plant involves in activities like flow regulating role for GGVHPP and 
energy generation as well.  
Omo-Gibe River basin is considered the 2nd potential site for hydro-energy generation next to the Blue Nile River basin 
within Ethiopia. By 2016/2017 it account more than 62% of power may produced from this specific river basin. 
Moreover, the energy generated out of this basin is not only get importance for Ethiopia, but also for neighbouring 
countries like Kenya in which it will receive around 400-500MW by the power export agreement which the two 
countries already signed. This indicates the basin energy generation should be managed properly through considering 
the dynamic change in the hydro-climate system. Furthermore, in this study an attempt was made to optimize energy 
considering only from the supply side since there is a deficit between the supply and demand where the former is much 
less than the later. However, when this deficit is overcome and excess supply is realized, there must be a system that 
optimizes the resource by considering both sides and market pricing. 

3.5 System Totals 
Using operating policies which have been derived from Optimization and post-Optimization Rulebased Simulation in 
the previous sections of this paper, it was possible to bring hydro-energy generation into an optimal state as illustrated 
in Figure [8]. Under all scenarios there will be around overall 60% chance of energy production reduction in the mid 
generation system capacity, 20% chance of increment in the high generation system capacity, and 20% chance of 
similar generation in the low system capacity against the historical generation potential after Rulebased simulation. The 
firm energy has been projected to decrease under all scenarios after Optimization and post-Optimization Rulebased 
simulation which have been carried out to bring the system in to an optimal state that is indicated by the energy 
duration curve with blue colour in Figure [8]. On the other hand, firm energy under RCP 2.6 and RCP 4.5 scenarios is 
expected to decrease as well as under RCP 6.0 and RCP 8.5 the firm energy has shown a similarity with the historical 
one, after Rulebased simulation for impact analysis. 
 

 
Figure 8: Achievable hydro-energy generation through water resources optimization [RBS – RuleBased Simulation, 

OPT-RBS – post Optimization RuleBased Simulation]. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 
Decision makers and planners currently facing challenges from the growing complexity and uncertainty associated with 
the availability and usability of water resources in connection with global changes, such as climate change. It is 
therefore, developing a methodology or approach to deal with those challenges and making all the water resources 
systems resilient through adapting the expected change is inevitable. Moreover, understanding the future likelihood and 
evolution of the resource helps to outline different water resources planning and management issues related to the 
operation of hydropower plants aiming at to support the most crucial need of energy and advance the economic 
development jointly. 
IPCC [13] concluded a number of climate-related trends have been observed in the past decades and more that affect 
water resources. The manifestations have been witnessed as changing precipitation or melting snow and ice which are 
altering hydrological systems, affecting water resources in terms of quantity and quality. Moreover, climate change 
affects the function and operation of existing water infrastructures as well as water management practices that leads to 
the imbalance between the supply and demand in the service delivery from a given water resource system component. 
Hence, having a clear understanding of the trend, vulnerability level, and spatio-temporal extent arising from the multi-
dimensional impact of climate change and variability are vital for river basin scale sustainable water resource planning 
and management. In this study efforts have been made to synthesis the climate trend and projection, spatio-temporal 
climate change impact on the water resource potential, and later proposed plausible hydropower operational planning 
strategies as an engineering adaptation option for the expected change in the Omo-Gibe River basin of Ethiopia. 
Historical and projected hydro-climate data which are useful for each component of the study have been collected from 
reliable local and international sources. Data were processed and analysed according to the recommended 
methodologies in the literature. All analysis results suggested there will be substantial change in the climate and 
hydrological system of the basin as a result of climate change that caused considerable impact in the hydro-energy 
generation capacity of cascade hydropower plants across the river basin. 
The overall assessment of the impact of climate change induced hydrological variability on the hydro-energy generation 
capacity across the Omo-Gibe River basin can be rated as substantial. However, the projected impacts are still can be 
addressed in a context of the principle of integrated reservoir management system in which making the operation of all 
reservoirs across the river basin in an integrated manner as one system. Historically, the operation of hydropower 
reservoirs whether in this specific river basin or in all systems across Ethiopia, is independently. On the contrary, this 
type of operation brings a challenge by making some of the systems in the cascade highly vulnerable as the climate 
change impact vary in space and time. It is therefore, making the operation of reservoirs in the integrated manner via 
enabling one reservoir to have the operational characteristics knowledge of the other is inevitable in order to adapt the 
negative impact of climate change as it has been illustrated and discussed in this paper. 
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